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Project Exclusive  

Quay Quarter Tower is home to AMP Sydney. AMP is a financial 

services company in Australia and New Zealand. They provide 

superannuation and investment products, financial advice, and 

banking products.  

Post QQT redevelopment in 2022, AMP now occupies levels 17-

35. Their office spaces capture breath-taking views across the city. 

It’s open and bright design showcases contemporary work settings 

that meet every functional need. The new space support’s 

neurodiversity, collaboration, life-long learning, and well-being.  

The magnificent spiral staircase by 3XN is at the centre of the build. 

It connects workplaces on all 19 floors and a series of Hassell-

designed bridges intersect across the void, promoting uncommon 

transparency throughout all levels. 
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The Access Floor Scoop  

A focus of AMP’s development was the use of natural 

materials to support a biophilic interior 

environment. 12 different species of FSC certified 

timber were installed throughout the building, which 

included ASP’s Concept + Timber series. A FSC 

certified prefinished Accessing Flooring system.  

The Concept + Timber range is also an 

environmentally friendly option as it’s not only more 

energy efficient than other surfaces, but also uses 

less energy during production. 

ASP Access Floors installed over 9,900m² of the 

Concept + Timber series. ASP Concept + Timber 

series provides the luxury of natural timber floors 

whilst allowing the functionality of an access floor 

with 100% underfloor accessibility.  

 

 Sustainability Trends  
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 CONCEPT+ TIMBER  

(9,939m²) 

The CONCEPT+ Series 
offers access floor panels 

that are pre-finished in your 
choice of surface finish, 
allowing full underfloor 

accessibility. 

 

 

    

 

 

 

6 Star Green Star Rating  

(Interior Design) 
 

Concept + Timber 

A FSC certified prefinished 
Accessing Flooring system. 

World Building of the Year + World’s 
Best Skyscraper 2022 


